UTD Chess Camp

Parents across the country are recognizing the benefits of chess instruction for their children. It provides elementary school students with an opportunity to develop crucial life skills such as the power to think ahead, make good choices, and think analytically. But don't tell the children that! ... They think chess is fun! Classes are grouped by age and experience and have a small student-to-instructor ratio.

800 Cambell Rd.
972-883-2898
www.chess.utdallas.edu

The University of Texas at Dallas
Summer 2008 Chess Camps

June 9-13
June 16-20
July 7-11
July 14-18

Ages 7 to 13
Chess develops your child's reading and math abilities, critical and analytical thinking, character building and self-esteem.

adult classes on 619 & 717
Contact: James Stallings, email: james.stallings@utdallas.edu, 972-883-2898, Richardson, TX 75080
Register online at www.chess.utdallas.edu: Register early for discounts!

Summer Chess Camps

4 Camps: June 9-13, June 16-20, July 7-11, July 14-18
Morning (9-12) and Afternoon (1-4)

Extended hours available.

Chess develops your child's reading and math abilities, critical and analytical thinking, character and self-esteem. UTD instructors include top-ranked, internationally known masters of multiple Pan-American and Five-Four Team Chess Championships.

Ages 7-13. Classes are grouped by age and experience and have a small student-to-instructor ratio. Camp tuition includes a camp T-shirt, a camp hat, a medal, a score book, and group picnic.

Beginning players: Master the basic rules and fundamentals.
Intermediate players: Build upon basic chess knowledge with advanced strategies.
Advanced players: Sharpen your competitive edge with advanced strategies.

Also learn how to organize scholastic chess clubs and participate in tournaments.

Register early for discount!

Register online at www.chess.utdallas.edu or call 972.883.2898